The maketoc plugin displays multiple TOC's (one from each Language displayed) on the left hand side when the international "all languages" feature is used.
Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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The screenshot does not clearly demonstrate the bug to me, who do not understand German, but I am guessing the bug can be seen in the left side's TOC, which should not contain both German "Einleitung" and English "Introduction".
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This bug probably has the same cause as maketoc adds bogus content to search index, causing false positives, so both should be solved simultaneously. Until Tiki 18, the parser was not contextual. Function parse_data_process_maketoc had to store headings in a global $anch variable. This could now be solved by changing that from a
function variable to a property of the Parsable class, if there is no better solution. I suspect this is needed, because if page Parent includes page Child, we (may) want Parent's TOC to include Child's headings. Nevertheless, fixing this under 30 minutes is optimistic.
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